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ABSTRACT 
This paper is divided into two parts. In the first part, suppose that K, and K, are 
proper cones and that A is a rank r linear transformation which maps the set of 
extremals of K, into the set of extremals of K,. We give an upper bound for the 
dimension of the face generated by A in the cone II(K,, K,). In the second part, we 
consider an indecomposable proper cone K and a nonsingular linear transformation A 
which maps the set of exposals of K into itself. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let V be a finite dimensional real vector space. A nonempty set K of V 
is said to be a convexcone if x+y~K and cwx~K for all x,y~K and 
~~20. KissaidtobepointedifKn(-K)={O},andproperifitispointed 
and closed and spans V. 
Since our vector spaces are always finite dimensional, we may consider 
our vectors to be real column tuples, and linear transformations to be just 
matrices. Whenever convenient, we assume the space R” is equipped with 
the standard inner product. We give now some additional definitions. For 
further details concerning convex cones the reader may consult [2] (and 
references cited there) and [7]. 
Let K be a proper cone in R”. Then it induces a partial order there, 
namely: for x, y E R” define x Q y if and only if y - x E K. A face F of K is 
a subcone of K such that 0 Q y < x and x E F imply y E F. Any one 
dimensional face of K is called an extreme ray. It is well known that every 
proper cone in R” is the convex hull of its extreme rays. 
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The dual of a proper cone K in R” is defined by 
zc*= {yER":yfx~OvxEK}. 
A face F of K is said to be an exposed face if there exists y E K* such that 
F = { x E K : y ‘x = O}. An exposed ray of K is a one dimensional exposed 
face of K. 
Given any x E K, denote by +(x) the face generated by r, that is, the 
intersection of all faces of K containing x. We say x is an extremal (an 
exposal) of K if G(x) is an extreme (exposed) ray. Let Ext K (Exp K) denote 
the set consisting of 0 and the extremals (the exposals) of K. 
A cone K is said to be decomposable if there exist two nonzero faces F, 
and F, such that K = F, + F, and span F, CI span F, = (0). Otherwise, K is 
said to be indecomposab2e. 
This paper is divided into two parts. In Section 2 we consider the proper 
cone (cf. [8]) 
LI(K,,K,)= {AER”‘?AK~cK~}, 
where K, and K, are proper cones in R” and R”, respectively. The basic 
underlying question is to obtain an upper bound for the dimension of +(A), 
where A E R”‘,” is a rank r matrix which satisfies A Ext K, C Ext K,. The 
same problem was considered in [4]. Theorem 2 improves Theorem 3 of [4]. 
In Section 3 we consider a nonsingular matrix A E R”,” which satisfies 
A Exp K c Exp K, where K is an indecomposable proper cone in R”. It is 
shown that A E Exp II(K), where we write H(K) for II( K,, K,) in case 
K, = K, = K. In particular, we may conclude that if A maps K onto itself, 
then A E Exp II(K). This improves a result due to Loewy and Schneider [5]. 
2. UPPER BOUNDS FOR dim+(A) 
The following problem is considered here. Let K, and K, be two proper 
cones in R” and R”, respectively, and let A E R’“*” satisfy A Ext K, c Ext K, 
and rank A = r. Then, what is an upper bound for dim +(A), where (p(A) is 
the face generated by A in lI( K,, K,)? The same problem was considered in 
[4], and the reader is assumed to be familiar with the arguments given there. 
The special case r = n, when A is one to one, was dealt with by Loewy 
and Schneider [5]. It was proved that if K, is also indecomposable, then 
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A E Ext II(K,, K,). In fact, this result was proved in [5] for the case 
K, = K,, but the same proof goes through for an arbitrary K,. 
For the case of an arbitrary r, our goal is to find out when it is true that 
dim+(A) < n + 1 - r. Note that if r = n, the indecomposability of K, im- 
plies that of AK,, while if r < n this is not necessarily the case. We assume 
throughout that n > 3. The following result was proved in [4]. 
THEOREM 1. Let K, and K, be proper cones in R” and R” respectively, 
andletAER”‘s”. Suppose that the following hold: 
(a) A Ext K, c Ext K,; 
(b) rank A = r < n; 
(c) K, and AK, are indecomposable; 
(d) any ndimensional (rdimensionul) cone generated by n + 2 (r + 2) 
extreme rays of K, (AK,) is indecomposable. 
Then dim+(A) Q n + 1 - r. 
It would be desirable to remove assumption (d) from Theorem 1. This, 
unfortunately, is impossible, as indicated by the following example, which 
was obtained in [4]. We use here the notation e,!k), i = 1,2,. . . , k for the 
standard unit vectors in Rk, for any positive integer k. 
EXAMPLE. Let x = (1, - 4,0,0,0,0,2,0,0, O)‘, y = (0, 1,2, - 1, 1, 
0, - f, - 1,4,0)‘, z = (0,2, - 6,3, - 3,1, - 1,3,0, l)‘, and let K, = 
hull{ x y z e!l’), i = 1,2,. . . , lo}. Let 7 > 7, 
1000000 0 10 
0100002 0 30 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 -1 0 ER6,ro 
0001000-1 10 * 
0000100 1 10 
0000010 0 -1 1 I 
and let K, = AK, = huII{(0,0,2, - l,l,O)‘, (1,3, - l,l, 1, - l)f, e,!‘), i = 
1,2,..., S}. Then assumptions (a), (b) and (c) of Theorem 1 are satisfied, with 
r=6, but dim+(A)=6>10+1-6. 
If we take a closer look at the cone K, of the example, we notice the fact 
that the cone generated by any twelve of the thirteen extreme rays of I<, is 
decomposable. This leads us to the statement of the following result, which 
improves Theorem 1, because assumption (d) there is replaced by a weaker 
one. 
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THEOREM 2. Let K, and K, be proper cones in R” and Rm, respectively, 
and let AE R”*“. Suppose that the following hold: 
(a) A Ext K, c Ext K,; 
(b) rankA=r<n; 
(c) K, and AK, are indecomposable; 
(d) Zf K, contains at least n +2 extreme rays, then there exist n + 2 
exteme rays of K, whose hull is an ndimensionul indecomposable cone. 
Then dim+(A)gn+l-r. 
Proof. The proof modifies an argument given in [4]. We use also the 
same notation introduced there. The result is true if K, contains at most 
n + 2 extreme rays by Theorem 2 of [4], so we may assume K, contains at 
least n + 3 extreme rays. By assumption (d) there exist n + 2 extreme rays of 
K, which generate an n-dimensional indecomposable cone K,. Without loss 
of generality we may assume that e!“), i = 1,2,. . . , n, are extremals of K, that 
he on n of these extreme rays. We let x and u be two extremals that belong 
to the remaining two extreme rays of K,. As indicated in [4], we may assume 
A is given by 
A= 
1 0 
1 
0 1 
0 
a,,,+, *-* al,, 
a2,,+1 **. a2," 
a . . . r,r+l a r,n 
0 
and, if B E R”*” belongs to +(A), there exist nonnegative 
&,P2,...,P,, such that 
real numbers 
B= 
Pl 0 
L32 
0 Pr 
0 
P r+lal,r+l . . . hb 
P r+F2,r+l *. . Pna2. n 
P’ r+lar,r+l . . . P*%, n 
0 
Here, for j = r + 1,. . . , n we agree to choose pj = 0 if the jth column of A 
is 0. 
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Given any v = (vi) E Ext K,, there exists a nonnegative real number p, 
such that B, = &,Av (if Av = 0 we agree to choose & = 0). We define 
R,(v)= i ai jVj9 
j=r+l ’ 
i=1,2 r. >*.., 
Hence we get 
Pivi+ 2 ai,jPjvj=P”[vi+Ri(v>], i=1,2 ,..., r. (1) 
j=r+l 
The first part of the proof follows closely that of Theorem 2 of [4]. Applying 
(1)tox=vandthentou=v,andwritingj3,,+l=~,,P,+z=P,,weget 
BiXi+ i ai,jPjxj=~~+,[xi+Ri(x)l, i=1,2 r, ,***, (2) 
j=r+l 
and 
Pi”i+ i ai,jPjuj=P,+z[ui+Ri(ff)l, i = 1,2 ,***, r. (3) 
j=r+l 
=.=, Pl>&...~& -rsn+1> -A+2 are a particular solution of the homoge- 
neous hnear system of 27 equations whose matrix of coefficients is 
T, = 
Xl 0 a l,r+lxr+l . . . a,,,x, Xl + R,(x) 0 
x2 a2,r+lxr+l . . . a2,2, x2 + R,(x) 0 
0 'x - I ar,r+lX,+l ... a r.nX, xr+R,tx) 0 
Ul 0 a I,,+~u,+~ ... ad, 0 "l+w) 
u2 a2,,+~~+~ . . . a2,.un 0 u2+ R,(u) 
0 U, ar,r+lu,+l ... r,n a %I 0 ~,+w4 
Asin[4],weassumethereexistsl<Z<rsuchthat xi#Ofori=1,2,...,Z 
and xi=Ofor i=Z+l,..., r. If 1 = r, the result follows from the system (2) 
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alone, as in case 1 of Theorem 2 of [4]. Hence we assume 1 < r. Recall that 
we assume that the cone K,, whose extreme rays are the rays through r, u, 
and e!“), i = 1,2,. . . , 
i=Z+‘l 
n, is indecomposable. Hence we must have ui # 0, 
,...,T. 
Applying elementary row operations to the matrix T,, we obtain the 
matrix 
T3 = 
Xl 0 %r+l*r+l 
0 
0 Xl al,r+l%+l 
=l+l,r+l*r+l 
0 0 
~ar,r+lxr+l 
(1) 
al,r+l%+l 
0 0 
u/+1 OU I+l,r+1%+1 
0 
0 % %,r+l%+l . *,,,u, 0 ur + R,(u) 
. a,, “X” XI + R,(x) 0 
. *l,.x, *I + R/(r) 0 
ar+l,nrn *I+1 + h+,(x) 0 
. ~,*IlX” x, + h(r) 0 
*hh (I) -$+Rl(r)] ul+R1(u) 
ai, s, (‘) -~[q+R,(*)] q+&(u) 
. *l+l,nUn 0 %+l+ h+,(u 
where ujk) = uj - XL ‘u,x j, k = 1,2,. . . , 1, and j = r + 1,. . . , n. 
Let 
T4 = 
If rank T4 >, 1, then rank T, >, r + 1 and the result follows. It remains to 
consider the case T4 = 0. Then we may assume (cf. [4]) that there exists 
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0 G q < n - r such that 
(9 x ,+j=O’ j=l,..., q; x,+jfO, j=q+l,..., n-r; U,+j#o, j= 
1 >*..,q; 
(ii) a,,,=Ofori=Z+l,..., ~andk=~+q+l,..., n,andfori=l,..., I 
and k=r+l,...,r+q; 
(iii) xi+Ri(x)=O,i=Z+l ,..., r; z++R,(u)=O, i=l,..., 1. 
Hence, for each of the vectors Ae’,“),. . . , Ael”), Ae,!yb+r,. . . , Ae:“), Ax, the 
set of nonzero coordinates is contained in { 1,2,. . . , I }, while for each of the 
vectors Aef:\, . . . , Ae,!$ Au, the set of nonzero coordinates is contained in 
{Z+l,...,r}. 
We now apply the assumption that AK, is also indecomposable. We must 
therefore have an extremal z in K, such that AZ has a nonzero coordinate in 
{1,2,..., I> as well as in {Z+l,...,r}. Applying (1) with z=o and writing 
P n+3 = P,, we get 
P$i + i (li, jPjzj=Bn+3('i + Ri(z))* i=1,2 r. ,***, (4) 
j=r+l 
It follows that pi,&,...,& -&+i, -&+s, -Pni3 are a particular solu- 
tion of the homogeneous linear system of 3r equations given by (2>, (3), and 
(4). Let 
denote its matrix of coefficients, where T,,, E R2r,n+3. Then, clearly, we have 
and 
I,r+l%+l ... al,“% 0 0 z,+ R,(z) 
T,,, = 
a2.,+1&+1 **- a2.n~ 0 0 zz+Rz(z) 
. . 
. . 
=r.r+1-%+1 .-. %,nZ, 0 0 z,+R,(z) 
It suffices to prove that rank T5 >, r + 2. 
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Applying to T, suitable elementary row operations (including those that 
were used to obtain the matrix T3 from T,), we obtain a matrix 
T, = 
where T,,, E R2r*n+3. Here, 
and, using (i), (ii), and (iii), 
where 
Ts,2= 10 
r 
62 = 
6, = 
0 
~,+l,r+ldY~~ ... I[+ 11 %+l.r+q&+q 
i i 
[rl [rl 
ar,r+16+l ..- ar,r+qZr+q 
G2 G3], 
(1) (1) 
%r+q+lZr+q+l ... al,“% 
%+q+le2g+l ..’ a/,,z, (1) 
0 
-~[~l+w~l 0 z1+ Rl( 2) 
- ; [Xl + W)l 0 z/ + R,(z) 
0 
%+1 --[ll 
u/+1 
1+1+ h+,Wl z/+1+4+1(z) 
0 -$+WI 6 + fir(z) 
,c’,“-‘, 
E C’J, 
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and 
Z!k’ = 
J zj - x;‘z,xj, k=1,2,..., 1 and j=r+q+l,...,n; 
#I = 
I 
zj - u;‘z,uj, k=Z+l,... ,r and j=r+l,..., r+9. 
By the choice of z, there exist pi {l,...,Z} and gE {Z+l,...,r} such 
that (AZ), = zP + R,(z) # 0 and (AZ), = zg + R,(z) # 0. We note also that 
the sum of the last three columns of T, is equal to the sum of the first n 
columns of T,, and the same property must hold for T,. This immediately 
implies that rank T,,, > 2, and consequently rank T, = rank T, >, r + 2. This 
completes the proof. n 
Our example shows that the conclusion of Theorem 2 will not hold in 
general if we drop assumption (d) of that theorem. Thus, in general one 
cannot hope to improve Theorem 2 assuming (a), (b), (c) of that theorem. 
3. EXPOSALS IN ll(K) 
Let K be a proper indecomposable cone in R”, and let II(K) = {A E 
R “3”: AK c K }. In this section we give a sufficient condition for a nonsingu- 
lar element of II(K) to be an exposal of II(K). We assume here that R”,” is 
an inner product space, equipped with the inner product (A, B) = tr ABf, 
where tr denotes trace. The following fact will also be used. 
REMARK. Straszewicz’s theorem (cf. [7, Theorem 18.61) states that if C is 
a closed convex set, then every extreme point of C is the limit of some 
sequence of exposed points of C. Hence, using a standard argument of 
considering a compact convex cross section of K, we may conclude that given 
any x E Ext K, there exists a sequence x, E Exp K, n = 1,2,. . . , such that 
x, --, x. 
THEOREM 3. Let K be an indecomposable proper cone in R”. Suppose 
A E R", ” is nonsingular and satisfies A Exp K c Exp K. Then A E Exp II(K). 
Proof. Note that obviously A E II(K). Denote by rayA the ray through 
A. By the remark, there exist in K n linearly independent exposals 
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izl> g 2, * *. 3 g,. Hence, A = Ag, E Exp K, i = 1,2,. . . , n, and fi, . . . , f, are 
linearly independent. There exist yi E K*, i = I,2,. . . , n such that 
(a) (_(pYi)=O, and 
(b) XEK and(x,y,)=O =3 x = aiA for some ai >, 0. 
Now, let B, = Zy=i,yigf. Then, 
(A,B,)=trABi= 5 ytAg,= i y,!x=O, 
i=l i=l 
and similarly one can show B, E II(K)*, where II(K)* denotes of course the 
dual of II( K ) with respect to the inner product introduced in R”, “. 
Define now F, = { T E II(K) : (T, B,) = 0). F, is a face of II(K) which 
contains rayA. If F, = rayA we are done, so assume 3C, E Fl such that A 
and C, are linearly independent. Since (C,, B,) = 0, we get Xy=iytC,gi = 0, 
so we must have yfC,g, = 0, i = 1,2,. . . , n, and it follows that there exist 
q>O, i=1,2 ,..., n, such that C,g, = a& = aiAgi, i = 1,2,.. ., n. 
Let D, = A-%,. Then Dig, = aigi, i = 1,2 . . . . . n, and, by assumption 
on C,, not all the ai are the same. Define now 
I&?) = span { gi : ai # a1 } . 
These are clearly nontrivial subspaces of R”. Elementary properties of 
eigenvectors imply now that Lc,‘) n L ‘2) = (0). Since K is indecomposable, 
there exists w E Ext K such that w @ L(,1) U L’,1). Since L(:) U Lt) is closed, it 
follows from the Remark that 3g, + i E Exp K, g,, 1 CZ Ly) U Lt). We must 
also have that Dig,,, and g n + i are linearly independent. 
Define now fn+l = Ag,+i E Exp K. Therefore, there exists a hyperplane 
that supports K at the ray through f,, i, that is, 3 y,, i E K* such that 
(c) (fn+u y,+d = 0, a-d 
(d) XEK and(x,y,,+i)=O-x=af,+i forsome a>O. 
Let Bs =CyL’,+,‘yigf. As for B,, one easily shows that B,E II(K)* and 
(A,B,)=O. Define F,= {TEII(K):(T,B~)=O}. F, is a face of n(K), 
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and clearly F, c F,. It follows from (d) and the fact that g, + I and D,g n + 1 
are linearly independent that C, 4 F,, so F, properly contains F,, so dim F, 
> dim F,. If F, = rayA, we are done. Otherwise, we repeat the process. That 
is, we pick C, E F, so that A and C, are linearly independent. We may 
conclude 3pi >, 0, i = 1,2,. . . , n + 1, such that 
Csg,=Pifi’=Pi&i, i=1,2 ,...) n+l. 
Define now D, = A - ‘C, and proper subspaces L’,2) and L’,2) in analogy 
with L($) and L f), etc The procedure described must terminate, and it . 
terminates with a hyperplane that supports lI( K) at rayA. n 
COROLLARY. Let K be an indecomposable proper cone in R”, and let 
A c R”,” map K onto itself. Then A E ExpIl(K). 
Proof. By Theorem 3 it suffices to prove A Exp K c Exp K. So let 
g E Exp K. Then, 3 y E K* such that (y, g) = 0 and if x E K satisfies (y, X) = 
0, then x=arg for some (Y&O. Let f=Ag,and z=(A-‘)~~. Since A-le 
II(K), we get (A-‘)‘~ll(K*) and ZEK*. Also, (z, f)=((A-‘)fy, f)= 
(y, A-‘f) = (y, g) = 0, and if x E K satisfies (z, r) = 0, we get 0 
fi$AgL/3f.Lnce f EE;pK. 
A-’ ‘y x =(y, A-‘x) so 3/? > 0 such that A-lx =/3g and therefore 
n 
One result of Loewy and Schneider in [5] states that under the assump- 
tions of the corollary it follows that A E Ext Il( K). Thus our corollary yields a 
stronger conclusion. 
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